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Bringing to life 
17th century 
Glencoe

Visitors to Glencoe 

are fascinated by the 

‘Massacre’ of 1692, 

but following 18th & 19th

century ‘clearances’ & 

emigration,  very little 

of life from this era 

remains visible in the 

landscape… We want to 

bring it back to life. 

Why?



How?

Years of archaeological 

survey,  excavation and 

historical research is 

helping to grow our 

understanding of the lost 

dwellings of Glencoe. 

Now we plan to 

reconstruct a turf-built 

house just outside our 

Glencoe Visitor Centre.

Uncover the 
past, recreate 
it today



Learn from the 
best, make the 
connection

Why Iceland?

The National Trust for 

Scotland has limited 

turf house architecture 

within its buildings 

portfolio. So to plan for 

this project, we want to 

discover more from a 

nation with a strong 

turf-building heritage, 

skills and interpretation.  



What we know | General Roy’s map

Inverigan
Approx. 60 residents

Achnacon
Approx. 70 residents

Achtriachtan
Approx. 80 residents

The earliest detailed map of Glencoe is a military survey undertaken by General 
William Roy between 1747 – 55, 60 years after the Massacre. It shows clusters of 
buildings at seven locations in the Glen, including three on NTS-owned land.



What we know | Achtriachtan

Roy’s map shows eight 
structures at Achtriachtan
beside a burn on the lower 
slopes of the Aonach Eagach.

On the ground, archaeological survey 
has so far discovered two longhouses, 
two enclosures with cultivation rigs, 
grain-drying kiln and terraced path.



What we know | The dig

Excavations in 2018 & 19 
have uncovered two byre-
dwellings with 17th century 
pottery remains, interior 
and exterior wall edges, 
and flagstone floors.



Our plan | Re-building life in turf

Taking inspiration from 

house 1 at Achtriachtan:

• 13m x 6m building

• 30cm high stone course

• 1-2m wide turf bank 

walls, 1.5m high

• Six pairs of timber crucks

• Roof – no evidence – turf, 

bracken, heather, reeds?



June 2019

Thanks to the Arch 

Network & Erasmus + 

funding, I was lucky 

enough to join other 

people with a passion 

for turf-building on a 

trip to Iceland to learn 

from their experts in 

turf heritage & 

construction skills.   

Iceland study 
trip, immersed 
in turf… 

Hosted by Bryndis Zoega 
on behalf of Skagafjörður

Heritage Museum

https://archnetwork.org/


Heritage in action: Tyrfingsstadir Farm

Our base for the week, this historic turf farm has a 

partnership with the local heritage museum to make 

use of the farmhouse and outbuildings for 

courses in traditional building techniques.  



Heritage in action: Tyrfingsstadir Farm

Our task:

Begin the restoration of a 

small turf barn, based on 

scale drawings made from 

archaeological surveys. 

Our team:

Comprising architects, artist, 

stone mason and a volunteer 

work party leader. We were led 

and trained by Icelandic heritage 

builder, Helgi Bjarnason!



Turf building restoration: part one

1. Dig out a level soil base 

& walls

2. Measure correct length 

& depth of walls

3. Layer of thin turf strips 

& soil in-fill, compress

5. Back-fill rocks with soil, 

cover with overlapping 

turf strips, thick edge out

4. Layer of large rocks 

with flat sides facing  

outwards

6. Continue to a height 

of four layers of rock 

& turf strips



7. Back-fill each layer with 

soil & compress it

8. Add long thin turf strips 

to bind full width of wall

9. Add turf wedges, cut to 

size for neat diagonal fit

11. Trim the top of each 

wedge to create a flat 

base for next layer

12. Construct the exterior 

corners with large 

corner pieces

Turf building restoration: part two

10. Cut the outward face of 

each wedge to give a 

smooth wall surface



Well, partly….

Turf building restoration: done!

After three days of turf cutting & building 

we had constructed four layers of stone 

and three layers of turf above. Hard work! 

The next group would complete three 

more layers of turf and a roof….



Turf cutting: strips cut with scythes

The strongest turf for 

building should combine 

the tough, coarse root 

system of bog plants & a 

clay soil.

It is cut with different tools 

in strip or block shapes 

for use at different stages 

of the building process.

Strips cut with a

hand-held scythe

Strips can be used to 

make layers in walls, 

between layers to bind 

together turf or rocks 

& to cover roofs.



Blocks are cut with a flat digging 

spade and an under-cutting spade.

Wedges can be cut into various 

shapes: angular interlocking 

clumps for walls, huge rectangular 

corner pieces, or diamonds for 

roofs or embankments. 

Turf cutting: blocks cut with spades



Turf on tour: turf architecture

Glaumbaer Turf Farm

We visited a variety of local historic turf 

buildings in various states of repair –

from fully restored to mid-project to 

ruins in need of attention. 

What was most striking was how 

different Iceland’s climate is to Glencoe 

– very dry, very windy. How will turf 

cope in very damp & wet conditions?

Víðimýri Church

Ferryman’s house



Turf on tour: interpreting the story

We visited two museums bringing to life 

Iceland’s turf heritage – Glaumbaer Turf 

Farm & Rekjavik’s Settlement Museum.

Glaumbaer was low technology but 

immersive & sensory, rich in artefact, 

costume & traditional food to taste.



Turf on tour: interpreting the story

Reykjavik’s Settlement Exhibition was 

clearly in a different setting, striking 

modern infrastructure built to house & 

protect limited archaeological remains.

It was high-tech, relying on computer-

generated visuals. Some worked well, 

like a huge animated panorama, but it 

perhaps felt a little dry & screen-heavy. 



• With a skilled tutor, 
complete beginners can 
assist in turf building!

• Turf structures have 
significant maintenance 
needs – how would they 
cope with damp & high 
visitor footfall at Glencoe?

• The building is a backdrop 
for telling the story

Reflecting 
on Iceland…

What next?



Back to Scotland: Highland Folk Museum

Closer to home, the 1700s township 

at the Highland Folk Museum 

features six turf & thatch buildings.

The curator & maintenance team shared 

their experience of constructing & caring 

for these structures – lots of trial & error!



Back to Scotland: Highland Folk Museum

Most powerful was how the 

spaces came to life with the 

sounds, smells, sights & 

hands-on activities. People 

make the museum tick!



• Building process can be as 
interesting as the building 

• Sounds & smells are very 
evocative, people bring the 
space to life, how 
can we offer this without 
manning at all times? 

• Be realistic about ongoing 
maintenance needs & costs

What next?

Put learning 
into practice 
at Glencoe



What next?

Autumn: Feasibility study, 
budget & project plan

Winter:  Planning consent, 
recruit volunteers & advice

Spring: Source materials, 
excavation & base wall

Summer: Complete turf 
walls, roof & interpretation  

Planning ahead 
for 2020


